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 .A bounded linear operator T : X ª Y Banach spaces is defined to be Taube-
 4   .4rian provided whenever x ; X is bounded and T x ; Y is weakly conver-n n
 4gent, then x has a weakly convergent subsequence. Hence, they appear asn
opposite to weakly compact operators. In 1991 a Tauberian operator T between
separable Banach spaces was found such that its second conjugate T** is not
Tauberian. Though T** might not be Tauberian, in this paper we prove that
 UU4 UUit satisfies the following property when X is separable: whenever x ; Xn
 UU  UU .4 UU  UU4is bounded and T x ; Y is weakly convergent, then x has a w*-n n
convergent subsequence. Other properties of T** are proved and the nonseparable
case is also studied. Q 1998 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Tauberian operators appeared in response to a problem in summability
 w x.see 7 . They were first defined as those operators T : X ª Y that satisfy
 .T** x** g Y implies x** g X. Since then, they have been applied in
many different situations, for instance, to study the isomorphic properties
w xof Banach spaces 2, 8 , the equivalence between the Radon]Nikodym
w xproperty and the Krein]Milman property 11 , and the factorization of
w x w xoperators 9 ; see also 1, 3]6 . One of the most significant characteriza-
w xtions of Tauberian operators was given by Neidinger and Rosenthal in 9 .
They proved that a nonzero operator is Tauberian if and only if it maps
 .weakly closed bounded convex sets to closed sets. In this paper we prove
that although the second conjugate T** of a Tauberian operator T :
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X ª Y might not be Tauberian, it maps w*-sequentially closed bounded
 .convex sets to closed sets, when X is separable.
We shall say an operator T : X ª Y preserves a certain family of sets P
 .provided, for all bounded sets A ; X, A g P if and only if T A g P.
From the beginning, Tauberian and semi-Fredholm operators have been
compared because both can be characterized as preserving certain families
of sets: Tauberian operators preserve weakly relatively compact sets and
w xsemi-Fredholm operators preserve relatively compact sets 3]9 . The class
of operators that preserve conditionally weakly compact sets a set A is
conditionally weakly compact if each sequence in A has a weakly Cauchy
. w xsubsequence is studied in 4, 5 in the context of semigroups of general-
w xized Fredholm operators and also in 2, 3 where they are called semi-
 .Tauberian and are applied to study isomorphic properties of L m, X .1
The semi-Fredholm property is stronger than the Tauberian, and the
Tauberian property is stronger than the semi-Tauberian.
The main result of this paper proves some characterizations of semi-
Tauberian operators acting on a separable Banach space. These character-
izations give rise to new properties of the second conjugate of a Tauberian
w xoperator. Kalton and Wilansky 7 proved that the second conjugate T** of
a Tauberian operator T is Tauberian, when T has closed range, and they
w xasked when this property is also true. In 1 a Tauberian operator T :
X ª X is constructed such that X is separable and T** is not even
semi-Tauberian.
We now give the main result which will be proved in Section 1 and will
be extended to the nonseparable case in Section 2.
MAIN RESULT. Let X be a separable Banach space and T : X ª Y a
nonzero operator. The following are equi¨ alent:
 .  UU4  UU  UU .4i E¨ery bounded sequence x in X** with T x w*-Cauchyn n
in Y ** has a w*-Cauchy subsequence.
 .  . ii T** A is closed for e¨ery w*-sequentially closed bounded con-
.¨ex set A in X**.
 .  .  .iii T A is closed for e¨ery closed bounded con¨ex set A contained
in a subspace Z of X which has Schur property.
 .  4   .4iv E¨ery bounded sequence x in X with T x weakly Cauchy inn n
Y has a weakly Cauchy subsequence; i.e., T is semi-Tauberian.
 .  w x.Any Tauberian operator satisfies iv see 5 and therefore all the other
properties. A truly interesting semi-Tauberian operator must have a do-
main X such that X has a copy of l but it is not hereditarily l , because1 1
when X is hereditarily l every semi-Tauberian operator from X is1
w  .xsemi-Fredholm 3, Remark 1.4 a . On the other hand, for every subspace
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Z of X without any copy of l , the quotient map p : X ª XrZ is1
w xsemi-Tauberian 4, Theorem 1 . Another source of semi-Tauberian opera-
 .tors is the celebrated factorization of Davis et al. DFJP factorization ; see
w x8, 9 .
As a consequence of the main result, if T : X ª Y is Tauberian, X is
separable, and X* has Grothendieck property i.e., every w*-Cauchy
.sequence in X** is weakly convergent , then T** is also Tauberian.
1. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT
w xRecall from 10 that, given a topological space K, a nonempty subset L
of K, and a real-valued function f defined on K, it is said that f satisfies
the discontinuity criterion on L provided there are two real numbers r, d
with d ) 0 so that, for every nonempty relatively open subset U of L,
 .  . w xthere are y and z in U such that f y ) r q d and f z - r. In 10 ,
Rosenthal proved the following result for separable Banach spaces: every
 UU4bounded sequence x ; X** without weak*-Cauchy subsequences hasn
a subsequence point-wise convergent on some subset L ; BU so that theX
limit function f satisfies the discontinuity criterion on L. Our main result
follows from Rosenthal's result and Lemma 1.1.
 4From now on we shall say that x is an l -sequence if it is a basicn 1
sequence equivalent to the canonical l -basis.1
 U  ..LEMMA 1.1. Let T : X ª Y be an operator and f : B , s X*, X ª RX
a function that satisfies the discontinuity criterion on some subset L of BU . IfX
 UU4there exists a bounded net x ; X** point-wise con¨ergent to f on L suchi
 UU  UU .4that T x is w*-con¨ergent to 0, then there exists an l -sequencei 1
 4 5  .5x ; X such that T x ª 0.n n
 4Proof. To prove that x is an l -sequence, we shall use the criterionn 1
 .4about Boolean independent sequences of sets A , B developed byn n
 w x.Rosenthal see 3 .
Since f satisfies the discontinuity criterion on L, there exist xU and xU1 2
 U .  U .  UU4in L with f x ) r q d and f x - r. Since the net x converges to f1 2 i
 U U4 UUon x , x , some i exists such that, for all i G i , x belongs to the1 2 0 0 i
 UU .weak* closure of the following set C we shall write x g w*-C :1 i 1
C sB l x**gX**: x** xU ) rqd l x**gX**; x** xU - r 4 .  . .1 X 1 2
  UU4 UU 4we have assumed that x ; B s w* y B . Moreover, the hypothe-i X X
  UU .4  .sis that T** x is w*-convergent to 0 yields that 0 g T** w* y C si 1
 .  .w* y T C , and then 0 belongs to the weak closure of T C or, equiva-1 1
 .lently, to the norm closure of T C . Thus, some x g C exists such that1 1 1
5 5 5  .5x F 1 and T x F 1.1 1
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 U  . 4Denote by A the set x* g B : x* x ) r q d and by B the set1 X 1 1
 U U  . 4 Ux g B : x* x - r . These are weak* open sets, x g A l L andX 1 1 1
xU g B l L, and f satisfies the discontinuity criterion on L; conse-2 1
quently, some points xU , xU g A l L and xU , xU g L l B exist with11 12 1 21 22 1
 U .  U .f x ) r q d and f x - r for k s 1, 2. Repeating the preceding argu-k1 k 2
mentation with the set
C s B l x** g X**: x** xU ) r q d , k s 1, 2 4 .2 X k1
l x** g X**: x** xU - r , k s 1, 2 , 4 .k 2
5 5 5  .5it is possible to find some x g C such that x F 1, T x F 1r2,2 2 2 2
xU g A l A l L, xU g A l B l L, xU g B l A l L, and xUU g11 1 2 12 1 2 21 1 2 22
 UB l B l L, where A and B are the weak* open sets: A s x* g B :1 2 2 2 2 X
 . 4  U  . 4x* x ) r q d and B s x* g B : x* x - r .2 2 X 2
Proceeding inductively in the same form one arrives at the desired
sequence.
 .  .  .Proof of the Main Result. i « ii « iii is trivial.
 .  .iii « iv Suppose T is not semi-Tauberian. Then there is an
 4   .4  l -sequence x ; X such that T x is weakly Cauchy. Since T x y1 n n 2 n
.4x is weakly null, 0 belongs to the weak closure of the convex hull of2 nq1
  . 4  4T x y x : n G p for all p. Hence, a convex block sequence y of2 n 2 nq1 n
 4 5  .5  4x y x can be chosen such that T y ª 0 and, obviously, y is2 n 2 nq1 n n
also an l -sequence. Taking a suitable subsequence, we can assume that1
 .  .one of the following assertions holds: T y / 0 for all n, or else, T y s 0n n
5 5 5 .5for all n. Let M be a positive constant such that a y G 2 M a ln n n 1
 . 5 5for all a g l . Since T / 0 there exist x g X and y* g Y * with x s Mn 1
  ..  4  xand y* T x ) 0. Then, for every null sequence r in 0, 1 , the sequencen
 4 5  .5z s y q r x is also an l -sequence and T z ª 0. Furthermore, wen n n 1 n
 4   ..can take in both cases a suitable sequence r such that y* T z ) 0 forn n
 4all n. On the other hand, as z is equivalent to the canonical basis of l ,n 1
 4 the w*-sequential closure of the convex hull of z is the set A s t z :n n n
4  .  .t G 0 for all n and t s 1 . Thus, T** A s T A is not closed, sincen n
  ..   ..y* T t z s t y* T z / 0.n n n n
 .  .  .iv « i Suppose i does not hold. Then there is a bounded se-
 UU4quence x ; X ** without w*-Cauchy subsequences such thatn
  UU .4  UU  UU .4T** x is w*-Cauchy. Let y** be the w*-limit of T x . Sincen n
 UU4 UU UU  .x is bounded, y g T w*-B and so we may assume that y** s 0.n X
w xHence, by 10, Theorem 2 and Lemma 1.1, there is an l -sequence1
 4 5  .5x ; X with T x ª 0.n n
w xAnother property of T** was proved in 8 . If T : X ª Y is Tauberian
  ..y1  .  .and X is separable, then T** B Y s B X , B X being the family1 1 1
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of the Baire-1 elements of X, i.e., the w*-limits of sequences of elements
of X. In fact, this property of T** characterizes semi-Tauberian operators;
w xsee 3 .
2. NONSEPARABLE CASE
w xSince the Rosenthal result from 10 is not applicable to the nonsepara-
ble case, the properties described in the main result might not be equiva-
lent in this case. We shall consider some weaker properties. Let us start by
 .observing that property i seems to be stronger than being semi-Tauberian.
 .  .  n.  .Consider the operator T : c R ª l given by T x s  1r2 x n e ,0 2 n
 4  .where e is the canonical basis of l and x n is the value of the functionn 2
 .  .x g c R in n. T is semi-Tauberian but T**: l R ª l does not satisfy0 ` 2
 .  .property i because there exist bounded sequences in l R without`
w*-Cauchy subsequences. Since semi-Tauberian operators from nonsepa-
 .  .rable spaces do not satisfy property i , they need not satisfy property ii ;
 .i.e., T** A need not be closed for every w*-sequentially closed bounded
 .subset A of X**. However, T** A is closed when A is the w*-sequential
closure of a bounded subset of X. To prove this, we shall need some
 .notation: given A a subset of X**, K A shall denote the set of elements
 .of X** which are w*-limits of sequences in A. Let K A s A and0
 .   ..inductively let K A s K U K A for 0 - a F v, where v is thea b - a b
 .first uncountable ordinal. K A is the w*-sequential closure of A.v
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let T : X ª Y be a nonzero operator. The following are
equi¨ alent:
 .   ..  .i T** K A is closed for e¨ery bounded con¨ex set A ; X.v
 .  .  .ii T A is closed for e¨ery closed bounded con¨ex set A contained
in a subspace Z of X which has Schur property.
 .  4   .4iii E¨ery bounded sequence x in X with T x weakly Cauchy inn n
Y has a weakly Cauchy subsequence; i.e., T is semi-Tauberian.
 .  .  .  .Proof. i « ii is trivial and ii « iii was already proved in the main
result.
 .  .iii « i observe that for every subset A ; X and for every ordinal
number 0 F a F v the following are satisfied:
K A s K A l Z : Z is a closed separable subspace of X 4 .  .Da a
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and
K T A s K T A l Z : .  . .  .Dv v
Z is a closed separable subspace of X ,4
because the closed linear span of a countable union of separable subspaces
is also separable. Thus if T is semi-Tauberian for every bounded subset A
of X,
TUU K A . .v
s T** K A l Z : Z is a closed separable subspace of X 4 . .D v
s T** K A l Z : Z is a closed separable subspace of X , 4 . .D v
and, by the main result, for every closed separable subspace Z of X,
  ..   ..   ..   T** K AlZ sK T AlZ . Therefore, T** K A sD K T Av v v v
.. 4   ..l Z : Z is a closed separable subspace of X s K T A .v
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